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Commander’s Intent

The AFSOC Facility Excellence Standards 
incorporates three focus areas I believe are 
important to highlight.
  
First, my wing and group commanders 
know their facilities and mission better than 
anyone and have a personal vision for what 
improvements, incorporating safety and 
energy savings to the utmost, are most 
needed.  I implore each commander, both 
operational and support, to infuse their base 
comprehensive plan (BCP) with their personal 
vision, purpose and intent.   Key components 
of the BCP are discussed in the fi rst chapter 
of this book.

Second, while we each have individual tastes 
with respect to style, color and materials, the urge to select faddish design themes 
and unusual or eclectic decors must be tempered with reality … we live and work 
in a military environment and want to portray the same standard.  Realizing the life 
cycle of our facilities is greater than 50 years, let’s stay within Command standards, 
but also use street smarts.

Finally, I recognize limited funding can make it diffi cult for us to execute “quantum 
leap” improvements.  That’s no reason to declare defeat.  First, get a plan.  Then, 
pay close attention to details and attack the low hanging fruit.  Above all, strive to 
make a difference.  Remember we are engaged in combat for the long term and 
need to provide our Airmen with the world class facilities they deserve.

I see few limits to what we can accomplish in AFSOC over the next decade.  I 
challenge each of you to add your talents to these standards in order to “Employ 
the Force” and “Build the Future Force”

DONALD C. WURSTER
Lieutenant General, USAF
Commander 
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Executive Summary

The Air Force Special Operations Command 
(AFSOC) is one of nine major Air Force commands 
and the Air Force component of the United States 
Special Operations Command (USSOCOM). 
AFSOC was established at Hurlburt Field, Florida 
on 22 May 1990. The command focuses on special 
operations and unconventional warfare and can 
trace its lineage back to World War II and the 1st 
Air Commando Group.  The command took part 
in the Korean War under the title of “Air Resupply 
and Communication Squadrons.”   However, it 
was in Vietnam where the command’s numbers 
greatly expanded; at one point, 19 Air Commando 
Squadrons supported the war in Southeast Asia. 

Today, AFSOC provides Air Force special 
operations for worldwide deployment and 
assignment to regional unifi ed commands.  On 20 
June 2006, the Department of Defense announced 
AFSOC would accept ownership of Cannon Air 
Force Base.  The AFSOC expansion to Cannon 
provides the Command a western U.S. base to 
enhance support for operations worldwide.  

AFSOC’s mission is to serve as America’s 
specialized air power organization, capable of 

Investment in quality 

recruitment, motivation, and
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installations promotes 

retention of key personnel.

delivering special operations power any time, 
any where. The command’s forces are organized 
under two active-duty wings; one reserve wing; 
one National Guard wing; two overseas groups; 
and several direct reporting units.   

Facility Excellence encompasses all aspects 
of AFSOC life – where we work, live, relax and 
play. Our installations provide the foundation for 
supporting our personnel and families in executing 
the AFSOC mission. They provide a home for 
our families and serve as a basis for mission 
readiness.

Investment in these quality installations promotes 
recruitment, motivation and retention of key 
personnel to support our mission.   Excellence 
in the design, construction and maintenance of 
our installations has a direct correlation to our 
continued success. These Facility Excellence 
Standards are intended to aid Commanders by 
identifying components of installation excellence.  
Consistent application of these principles will 
encourage pride in our AFSOC installations.
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Architectural 

features should 

be compatible in 

function, mass, 

shape, color and 

texture.

Installation Excellence
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Regardless of use, all facilities on the installation 
must be effi cient, healthy, safe and comfortable 
places to work and play.  Budget allocations 
determine the rate we can add and revitalize 
facilities and infrastructure to ensure the 
success of our mission and the well-being of 
our people. To make development decisions 
predictable, fair and cost effective, use the  
“Principles of Smart Growth” during planning; 
encourage collaboration between all installation 
stakeholders during planning sessions; comply 
with compatibility guidelines to foster a strong 
sense of place for each installation; and ensure 
the General Plan and component plans are 

General Planning 

current, realistic and comprehensive.  Provide 
quality housing and create pedestrian friendly 
districts.  Preserve open space, natural beauty 
and critical environmental areas. Provide a variety 
of transportation choices such as walking, biking, 
running and installation transportation options. 
Reuse existing infrastructure, facilities and raw 
materials to the maximum extent possible. And 
fi nally, take advantage of compact building 
designs to minimize waste and building orientation 
to maximize energy effi ciencies. Together, these 
plans should defi ne a vision for the future of the 
installation. 
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Our facilities must refl ect our standards of 
excellence -- high quality planning, design, 
construction and maintenance. They should 
refl ect pride in our organization, our mission and 
ourselves.

AFSOC policy incorporates sustainable concepts 
during planning, programming and design of all 
facilities including renovations and additions 
to existing facilities.  Incorporate durable, low 
maintenance materials and high effi ciency 
water and energy systems in the designs.  Use 
natural or integral color materials compatible and 
consistent with the architectural theme and color 
scheme of the installation.  

All new projects on AFSOC installations shall 

comply with installation specifi c Architectural 

Compatibility Guides. 

Installation Compatibility  
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Southwest Region
The style of Southwest Architecture developed 
from the Native American and Hispanic traditions. 
Southwest architectural design originated from 
the two cultures’ ideas for dealing with a harsh 
environment. The extremes of heat and cold 
called for protection from the sun in the summer 
and protection from winds in the winter. These 
extremes led to consistent one and two story 
designs with high mass walls. Religion also 
had a big impact on Southwest architecture 
which has taken its cues from early Spanish 
missions. Elements of Southwest architecture 
include arched entry porches, low-pitched red tile 
roofs, stucco walls, white sandstone details and 
rounded windows and doors. Exterior materials 
include multi-colored brown brick, balconies with 
elaborate grillwork and decorative tiles around 

doorways and windows.

Gulf Coast Region
A mix of Spanish, French, English and 
Caribbean cultures are present in the coastal 
area. While these elements bring diversity to 
the region, there are common themes in much 
of the architecture. Structures are designed to 
withstand high winds from frequent hurricanes.  
Most structures are one or two-story with side 
and rear wings; pavilions; and multiple roof 
planes. Exterior materials include durable brown 
brick and block with intricate white/beige stucco 
detailing to accentuate openings and entrance 
areas. Anodized bronze standing seam metal 
roofs, doors, windows and exterior light fi xtures 
provide a consistent appearance throughout the 
installation. Doors and windows are symmetrical, 
often with multi-paned windows. Consistent 
detailing is a trademark of this region, from large 
scale components to smaller building details such 
as window awnings and entry features.
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The natural resources we depend on for energy 
and our survival are fi nite and therefore vitally 
important. Conservation and protection of all 
natural resources is essential. The Air Force 
Sustainable Design and Development (SDD) 
Policy, dated 31-Jul-07, reinforces the importance 
of sustainable development concepts in the 
planning, design, construction and operation of 
facilities and infrastructure. The goal is to: reduce 
the environmental impact and total ownership 
cost of facilities; improve energy effi ciency and 
water conservation; and provide safe, healthy and 
productive built environments. To this end, and 
consistent with the requirements of the Energy 
Policy Act of 2005 (EPAct05) and Executive 
Order 13423, all Air Force construction projects, 
regardless of scope or funding source, shall 
endeavor to use the United States Green Building 
Council’s (USGBC) Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design (LEED) Green Building 
Rating Systems as their self-assessment metric. 
The key to the success of this policy is setting 
sustainable development goals early in the 
planning, programming and budgeting process 
and ensuring these goals are attained during 
design and construction.

Sustainable / Adaptable Facilities
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Visual District Areas

Visual Districts are areas of the installation where 
design components should have a unifying and 
consistent use and scale.  Each of the visual 
districts has a defi ned sense of continuity based 
on the function, form, scale, color, texture and 
massing of the structures within that district. 

The following sections describe each visual district, 
and begin to illustrate the desired design features 
for each district. For each district, appropriate 
design considerations will be established. 
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Main gates and entryways create lasting fi rst 
impressions of the quality of our installations. 
The pride and professionalism of the Command 
is conveyed through these important points of 
access. Main arrival points to the installation must 
impart a commitment to installation excellence. 
Entrances, gates, visitor centers and airfi eld 
facilities must be designed and constructed to 
project a strong identity for each installation. 
Carefully consider the approach and arrival points 
at each installation and ensure they project an 
image of excellence. 

Installation Access 
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The Operations District is the work center of 
the base.  The consistent function of facilities 
in this district provides better opportunities for 
architectural compatibility.  When renovating or 
designing new facilities in this district, elements 
such as roof pitch, downspouts, windows, signage, 
texture and colors should be consistent with the 
surrounding buildings.  As the only exception in 
this district, the headquarters complex should 
create a commanding focal point with its unique 
style.

Operations
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Maintenance and Logistics

Maintenance and Logistics facilities house 
functions supporting the primary mission of 
AFSOC.  Excellent Maintenance and Logistics 
facilities are required to provide excellent services.  
Work centers must be effi ciently confi gured, 
professionally maintained and conducive to 
providing excellent support. Plan confi guration 
should be driven by function.  Material selection 

should be driven by durability.
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Excellent  mission support facilities deliver 
excellent services. Facilities that are effi ciently 
confi gured and professionally maintained are 
conducive to excellent support.  Mission support 
buildings help our community achieve the overall 
mission by providing a safe and comfortable 
environment in which to work. Mission support 
facilities should be easy to get to and adjacent 
to the mission facilities they support. Facilities 
should be sited to promote pedestrian circulation 
and minimize the need to drive between activities.  
Additional unique architectural detailing is 
appropriate in this visual district to attract interest 
and identify areas of installation service.

Mission Support
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Medical

Medical facilities must inspire patient and 
customer confi dence in the health delivery 
system.  Facilities must project the highest 
professional appearance from the public’s initial 
contact at entrances, lobbies and reception to 
private consultation rooms, x-ray rooms and other 
private areas.  Our customers and their families 
must feel they are receiving the best medical 
care available. Materials must be selected for 
durability as well as ease in cleaning.
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Housing and Dormitories

AFSOC housing must exemplify our quality-of-
life philosophy by providing attractive, secure 
and comfortable places for our military members 
to live and raise families. Most military members 
consider housing the top quality-of-life benefi t 
second only to the geographic location. Good 
housing improves morale and favorably affects 
job performance and retention.  Housing 
and dormitory areas should have access to 
transportation, commuting patterns, services 
and education. Mitigate the environmental 
costs of auto-dependent development, by using 
existing infrastructure resources more effi ciently 
and generating a strong foundation of support 
for neighborhood transit stops, commercial 
centers and other services. Dormitories should 
be a comfortable, permanent home for our 
unaccompanied members.  Temporary Lodging 
Facilities and Visiting Quarters must meet the 
standards of the Air Force Lodging Program to 

provide quality temporary lodging.
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Quality doesn’t 

just happen. 

Inspiration, beauty 

and function 

combined with 

planning and hard 

work produce 

that result.
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GuideLines

AFSOC facilities refl ect the highest professional 
standards of planning, design, construction, 
operation and maintenance. All facilities, 
regardless of their use, must be effi cient, healthy, 
safe and comfortable places for our people to 
work, live and play. Facility investment must be 
economical and prudent to avoid the appearance 
of “gold-plating” or waste. Programming of new 
MILCON facilities can be planned more effectively 
through the use of the MILCON Checklist 
provided in Part 8 of the Installation Excellence 
Guidelines.  Designs for new construction and 
renovation will incorporate low-maintenance 
or integrally colored materials and economical 
construction techniques without compromising a 
high quality, architecturally pleasing, professional 
appearance.

Ensure the General Plan and component plans 
are current and realistic. Use them to guide 
your investment in facilities. AFSOC Tenants 
shall comply with host architectural themes 
and standards for exterior and interior facility 
designs.  Facilities shall be designed to meet the 
most stringent requirements outlined in the most 
current version of the International Building Code 
(IBC) and the Life Safety Code (NFPA 101).ARCHIV
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Safety

Safety must be an essential part of the planning and design process.  
Planning measures to reduce our vulnerability or the perception of 
vulnerability upfront goes a long way toward protecting our most 
valuable asset – the highly skilled individuals critical to the success 
of our mission.  Ensure proper lighting in the designs.  Avoid creating 
unsafe concealed areas.

Fire prevention is a concern for all. Only fi re rated materials shall be 
used. The Engineering Standards, Uniform Facility Criteria 3-600-
01 and National Fire Protection Agency Manuals contain information 
pertaining to fi re rated materials. 

AFSOC directors will ensure that proper channels are used when 
renovating or modifying any part of their facility to include doors, 
walls and systems furniture. Per AFPAM 32-1125v1, the AF Form 
332 is used to request and approve all work in an Air Force facility. All 
requests to renovate, modify or add onto a facility must be submitted 
to Civil Engineering Customer Service and signed by the facility 
manager or commander. Requests for systems furniture must also be 
submitted on an AF Form 332. No work shall start until an approved 

signed copy of AF Form 332 is on fi le in the facility manager’s book.
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Streetscapes

Streetscapes should be as well thought 
out as the buildings. Pedestrian friendly 
communities make pedestrian activity 
possible, expanding transportation options 
and creating a streetscape that better 
serves a range of users -- pedestrians, 
bicyclists, transit riders and automobiles. 
Visitor’s fi rst impression is determined 
by the view of the land between our 
buildings. Excellence in outdoor spaces 
creates a friendly, inviting and enjoyable 
community. Carefully layout the buildings 
on each site. Create pedestrian friendly 
neighborhoods in the housing districts 
as well as the mission support and 
operations areas. Provide adequate open 
space while keeping walking distances 
appropriate. Minimize confl ict between 
pedestrians, vehicles and installation 
equipment. Use area development plans 
to guide the development of common 
areas.

Security

Security measures have an enormous 
impact on the visual aesthetics of the base.  
Safety measures should be integral to the 
design.  Barriers and bollards should be 
consistent with the architectural theme of 
the base and should be of like materials, 

fi nishes and detailing.
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Exteriors

The areas surrounding our facilities need to be well 
designed to create friendly, inviting, pedestrian 
communities.  Each AFSOC installation will 
address site details through regional planning and 
design.  Develop and enforce standards so that a 
professional image is maintained throughout the 
installation.  Carefully site buildings to provide 
adequate open space.  Keep distances between 
buildings in common areas pedestrian friendly to 
reduce the potential confl ict between pedestrians 
and vehicles. 
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Interiors

Interior design delineates  the quality, functional 
layout, fi nishes and furnishings in a facility. All 
interior spaces have a tremendous impact on job 
performance. To create quality interiors, designs 
should be complete and fully coordinated.  All 
proposed designs should fully incorporate 
complementary details and spacing.

Trendy colors and themes which date an interior 

should be avoided. Neutral colors, enhanced 

with plants and artwork should be selected in all 

interior projects.
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Furnishings

Furnishings shall be provided to serve the specifi c 
use requirements of the space.  Only durable, 
low maintenance furnishings are to be provided.  
Ensure the colors and fabrics are compatible 
with other interior and exterior features and the 
installation color scheme.  Verify the terms and 
the extent of the warranty period prior to the 

selection of furniture.
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Lighting

Lighting should increase safety and security, 
enhance appearance and create a sense 
of orientation.  Designs should incorporate 
appropriate illumination levels and lighting 
controls.  Illumination at building entrances and 
signage should be accentuated to allow easy 
identifi cation at night.  Lighting fi xtures should be 
consistent in color temperature to avoid variations 
in hue. Ensure illumination levels and lighting 
controls relate to the specifi c operations performed 
in the space. Provide full-spectrum lighting where 
natural light is unavailable.  Daylighting should be 

maximized.
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Signage

Signs have a major affect on the appearance of 
our installations and the professionalism of our 
units. Only signs that communicate direction and 
location to functions and activities that warrant 
identifi cation shall be used. The number of signs 
on each installation shall be held to the absolute 
minimum required for directions, identifi cation 
and customer service. Visual clutter shall be 
kept to a minimum by condensing information 
to limit the number of signs. The use of paper, 
cardboard, vinyl, banners, or yard sale signs 
is prohibited. Individual instances or isolated 
occurrences shall not be used as justifi cation for 

additional signage.
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Energy and Water 
Consumption

Our facilities must facilitate energy and water 
conservation. Secretary Wynne’s September 
2007 Letter to Airmen asks, “. . .every Airman 
to make energy use a priority.”  Preserve open 
space, natural beauty and critical environmental 
areas. Provide a variety of transportation choices 
that include walking, biking and installation 
transportation. Take advantage of higher 
density building design to ensure lower overall 
maintenance costs. When locating a facility on a 
site, ensure orientation is considered to minimize 
heat gain and maximize natural ventilation.

Use sustainable design principles in all designs to 
include low water usage fi xtures and equipment. 
Provide xeriscape concepts that require minimal 
maintenance and irrigation. Evaluate facility 
design for total life cycle costs. Our facilities and 
infrastructure should create built environments that 
are livable, comfortable, safe and productive.
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Pride of Ownership

Military members and their families should take 
ownership in the care of the installation. Our 
facilities can promote this by instilling a sense of 
pride in our installation.
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Facility Managers

Facility Managers play a critical role as the 
Commander’s representative to ensure each 
unit’s facilities meet command facility excellence 
standards. In order to maintain our excellence in 
facility management during periods of austere 
funding for facilities, it is critically important that 
effectiveness is maximized. It is the role of the 
facility manager to ensure all components of 
facility management are addressed and individual 
facilities are maintained and operating properly 
for building occupants to effectively perform 
their duties.  The facility manager has the most 
infl uence upon the quality of life within a facility. 
Facility management responsibilities may range 
from building custodial services to the large scale 
renovation or new construction requirements. 
It is command policy that all appointed facility 
managers attend mandatory training. Training 
sessions will include safety, force protection, direct 
scheduled work, work order requests and priority 
system, geobase/space utilization rules, service 
contracts, energy and water conservation, facility 
parking policies, facility excellence standards and 
HAZMAT storage requirements.
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